SOURCENEXT Takes Voicemail Into the 21st Century with iGotcha Transcription
Mobile App
Must-Have Mobile Voicemail Assistant for Global Professionals Instantly Transcribes in
14 Languages Using WiFi Alone
SAN FRANCISCO, CA – September 12, 2017 -- SOURCENEXT (TYO: 4344), Japan’s
largest software publisher and distributor, announced transcription engine updates to its
mobile voicemail assistant app iGotcha, which transcribes voicemail in 11 languages
and delivers it instantly to the platform of your choice (SMS, email, Facebook
Messenger, push notification) with only WiFi. The must-have voicemail assistant for
global professionals and jetsetters eases business communication and allows instant
access to voicemails without carrier service. iGotcha is available for iOS and Android
and will be showcased by SOURCENEXT at Mobile World Congress Americas at the
Moscone Center in San Francisco, September 12-14, 2017, at booth W.624.
“iGotcha gives voicemail the upgrade it desperately needs, taking it from the outdated
answer machine we all dread checking to a convenient and useful tool for global
professionals,” said Noriyuki Matsuda, CEO and founder of SOURCENEXT. “iGotcha
was born out of real pain points we have faced both as an organization and personally,
working with partners around the globe. We designed iGotcha to solve the
inconvenience of misunderstanding a voicemail message due to poor voice quality,
accent interpretation, or fast talking, making it easier for global professionals to manage
messages and respond in a polite and timely fashion.
By delivering text and audio to several channels over the cloud silently, discreetly, and
out of cell network range, iGotcha helps global professionals keep up with their voicemail
at the speed of business, without the disruption of stopping to listen to voice messages.
iGotcha’s voice-to-text transcription for 14 languages allows users to give each message
the prompt attention it deserves, which is often a cultural necessity that can have serious
business ramifications if not upheld. iGotcha currently supports transcription for:
 English (Indian)
 English (American)
 Spanish (Mexican)
 Spanish (Spain)
 Mandarin (Chinese)
 Mandarin (Taiwanese)
 French (Canadian)
 German
 Korean
 Cantonese (Hong Kong)
 Arabic
 Italian
 Russian
 Japanese
For more information about iGotcha, visit www.iGotcha.com, or download it from the App
Store or Google Play.
About SOURCENEXT
SOURCENEXT (TYO:4344), Japan’s largest software publisher and distributor, works
with companies based in the U.S. and other countries to bring their successful desktop

software and mobile apps to Japanese audiences. Building on over 20 years of software
publishing experience in Japan, and a library of more than 745 titles including PC
software and smartphone applications, SOURCENEXT leverages brand trust, top
retailer relationships, and an extensive distribution network to offer a unique, full-service
market penetration program to help global developers grow market share for sustained
profitability. Companies like Bitdefender, Evernote, MAGIX Software GmbH, Rosetta
Stone Ltd., Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment and more, have built successful
businesses in Japan by choosing SOURCENEXT as a partner. For more, visit
www.sourcenext.com/us/.

